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Testimony of a foreign student

The College of Engineering and
Technology
Basic and applied
sciences

Engineering education is a major driving force that

Léa Couturier (21y)
Electronic and
communication

affects the progress of humanity at large. It does not

Havre France and I have been studying engineering in

only influence academic and technological progress, but

Alexandria on the Abu Kir campus during four months.

also the economic and social development of any given
country. AASTMT has found it essential, as one of its

Computer
engineering

first priorities, to standardize the teaching programs

When I arrived the first time at the Academy, I was
Marine
Engineering

and courses it offers to the different sectors of its
student body.

Mechanical
engineering

different than the French one because you can find all
and restaurant. I particularly appreciated to spend time
after lectures with my friends in Starbucks.
Being in Egypt means speaking in English to people but

Electrical & control
engineering

From 7of June to 16 of August

really surprised: Abu Kir campus is a huge campus really
you want and need on it: bank, clinic, dorms, gymnasium

Engineering
higher studies

Summer courses

Industrial & management
engineering

You can choose between a large numbers of courses

also in Arabic. I started to learn Arabic at the Academy
and it helped me a lot to buy and to haggle over products
in souks and also to speak to taxi drivers. Moreover, the

covering all departments in English or in French (for

welcoming group of students welcomed me, helped me

Construction & Building
engineering

management courses).
“Come

“I am a student at the University of Le

each time I needed it and also, we visited some places in

and get an international experience in

Alexandria.

Alexandria and enjoy sun, beach and Mediterranean

The

atmosphere in the cosmopolitan Alexandria and if you

most

international

wish, learn the Colloquial Arabic and use it in the

important

point

experience

is,

this
me,

discovering the Egyptian culture. They have an important

souk, in the restaurants, with taxi drivers, just live
the Egyptian life…

history and Alexandria is rich of historical place. My

Price for external students: 2000 € or 2600$

also tried the Egyptian food and I enjoyed the seafood

Price for exchange students: 600€ or 800$

favorite one is definitively Montaza and its gardens! I
platter served from fish man!

Sharm El
Sheikh

If I would have the choice, I will do it again!
Cairo

–

of
for
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Summer Courses

The College of Management and Technology
Since

the

establishment

of

the

college

of

Management and Technology (CMT) in 1991, it has
been committed to international education, ethical
and sustainable business practices, technology,
and innovation. It attracts top-notch students as
well as business leaders seeking a competitive edge
through our education programs.

Testimony of a foreign student

From 7th of June to 16 of August
Trip all over around Egypt
Welcoming

group

students

and

International team will have the pleasure to
welcome you. Study and enjoy in the same time!

Claire Le Calvez (22y)
“I am a student at the ESC Rennes

School of business in France and I have been studying
in Alexandria on the Miami campus during one

Alexandria

semester (4months).

In Alexandria, there are many things to do. The

Concerning the Academy itself, first of all people were

city is rich of famous and historical place like
Alexandrian Bibliotheca, Montaza Palace and its
gardens, the Citadel, souks and the Opera. Try
the Alexandrian gastronomy: seafood directly
prepared from the fish man in their place. You
will also go to the North Coast to visit luxurious
villages and enjoy the beach!

really

welcoming,

the

teachers

as

long

as

administrative staff and the students. Then, when I
arrived, I had a huge choice for the subjects so I
could adapt my schedule depending on my professional
project. Moreover, I particularly appreciated to have a
conference with CEO of Google in Arabic countries
because it was really interesting to understand how
they live management in Middle East.

Sharm El Sheikh
This is the Ibiza of Egypt.
Here, you will enjoy sun, sea, water sport and

The campus is really different than the French one
thanks to its restaurants, its gardens and all the

discover different landscape such as beach,

places to sit and enjoy the sun after classes!

mountain and safari.

Although living in Egypt is strongly different than
living in France, I really spent good time here with my

Cairo

Egyptians friends. Beside the studies, I had time to

Come and visit the pyramids, old Cairo and
famous Egyptian museums, and discover our
Tahrir Square.

visit Alexandria and others places in Egypt such as
Cairo, Aswan, Sharm-El-Sheikh and Louxor. During my
stay, I learnt a lot about the Oriental culture. It was
not always easy but I will never regret to have been a

See our poster and our
program presentation
for more details!!

student at Arab Academy!”
Museum of
Cairo

View of
Alexandria
Citadel of Alexandria
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